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Description:
This project funded by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) targets
modeling, sensing, communications, and control design principles for the evolving smart grid by
viewing it as a Cyber-Physical System (CPS). We wish to ultimately answer two key open
questions:
Is it possible to design sufficiently general CPS standards and protocols to support a mass plugand-play deployment of smart grid (SG) technologies without reliability or privacy/security
problems?
What standards/protocols are required to transform today’s electric power grids into end-to-end
enablers of sustainable electric energy services?
We aim to answer these questions by developing a hybrid software-hardware facility capable of
taking input data from today’s electric power grids and any available microgrid physical test beds
and demonstrating what could be done to transform them into smart grids with well-defined
functionalities.
Based on the findings so far from the Dynamic Monitoring and Decision Systems (DyMonDS)
framework introduced by our group, we are proposing to design and build an end-to-end, systemlevel hybrid test facility named Smart Grid In a Room Simulator (SGRS) to be housed in the
recently founded Scott Institute for Energy Innovation at CMU. The simulator will use
• the real world NIST microgrid to collect measurements and practice the controls generated by
the high-performance computing (HPC) simulator, and
• the HPC simulator to amplify the NIST lab grid to a “large-scale” grid.
We plan to demonstrate solutions to the following representative emerging problems through this
project:
• Balancing electricity from intermittent resources by means of adaptive load management;
• Self-reconfiguration in response to sudden changes in supply and/or physical outages;
• Assurance of secure retail power supply;
• Secure control against cyber-attacks;
• DyMonDS-based control architecture to ensure system stability; and,
• Demonstrating end-to-end DyMonDS-based control architecture using real-world data given
in [11].

right time without compromising security and privacy of the users. This is not a simple questio
and it will take a close collaboration to answer it. Most fundamentally, every effort will be mad
to design the hybrid SGIR platform so that over time different functionalities and the
interdependencies can be demonstrated. Shown in Figure 1 is the basic vision of the propose
HPC platform.
(simulated by our simulator) with different logical SCADAs, the result of time-multiplexing
physical SCADA instruments.

Our envisioned test facility would become a means of testing previously untested lo
architectures on a hybrid facility comprising HPC, simulating large portions of the physi
power grid referred to as the Power System in Figure 2. We will start with the H
representation of the system and gradually create a platform for interfacing the physi
equipment and the HPC via a distributed SCADA. The new SCADA will facilitate interact
information exchange between the physical components, their embedded intelligence (pri
responsive demand, smart wires, decision making for interfacing clusters of electric vehic
and eventually micro-grids) and the rest of the very large system. For simulating the fastest s
processes, we will develop an infrastructure for real-time emulation relying on a fie
programmable gate array (FPGA)-based implementation. Just as in the case of comput
system performance analysis where FPGA-based emulation has been successfully used
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The necessary communications, sensing and control standards and protocols for supporting th
interactions between candidate hardware technologies, including meeting the interoperabili
standards, are based on the overall vision pursued at CMU to demonstrate how integrating th
well-understood requirements for connecting to the smart grid with the system-lev
coordination for meeting system-wide performance objectives results in sustainable electrici
services. CMU has begun to demonstrate these concepts using the real-world systems in th
Azores, Portugal [14].
1.2

Current State of DyMonDS Framework Development

The current state of the DyMonDS framework development is that its proof-of-concept has bee
demonstrated using real-world data of the electric power systems in two Azores Island
Portugal. Our Springer monograph report, which projects findings, is to appear in 2013. Th
data for these two systems will be made publicly available by Springer for the community to us
This timely work shows, using system-specific simulations, a whole range of new functionaliti
that are necessary to support deployment and utilization of renewable resources without lon
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Shown in Figure 1 is the envisioned SGIR test bed which will become a developing, testing, a
6
validating platform to support ultimate technology
transfer of DyMonDS-enabled n
generation SCADA to the industry. This facility could become a major means of educating
students, as well as a means of facilitating demonstration of badly needed intelligence prior
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